A new method for robust estimation of fundamental frequency (F0) from speech signal is proposed in this paper. The method exploits the high SNR regions of speech in time and frequency domains in the outputs of single frequency filtering (SFF) of speech signal. The high resolution in the frequency domain brings out the harmonic characteristics of speech clearly. The harmonic spacing in the high SNR regions of spectrum determine the F0. The concept of root cepstrum is used to reduce the effects of vocal tract resonances in the F0 estimation. The proposed method is evaluated for clean speech and noisy speech simulated for 15 different degradations at different noise levels. Performance of the proposed method is compared with four other standard methods of F0 extraction. From the results it is evident that the proposed method is robust for most types of degradations.
Introduction
Estimation of the fundamental frequency (F0), i.e., the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds, is essential in many speech processing applications such as synthesis and recognition. Methods for estimation of F0 involve either time domain or frequency domain or both. In time domain methods, the location of the peak in the correlation sequence computed from a segment of the speech signal or some derived signal (such as linear prediction residual) is estimated [1] . For example, in simplified inverse filter tracking (SIFT) algorithm [2] , F0 is estimated using autocorrelation function of the excitation signal (obtained from inverse filtering of voiced speech). Cepstral-based methods [3, 4] separate the excitation source and vocal tract system in cepstral domain using homomorphic transformation, and F0 is estimated as the interval to the first dominant peak in the cepstrum (related to excitation signal). Methods such as robust algorithm for pitch tracking (RAPT) [5] , yet another algorithm for pitch tracking (YAAPT) [6] , Praat [7] , estimate F0 by extracting local maxima of the autocorrelation or crosscorrelation function [8] . Several modifications to the autocorrelation-based methods were carried out to prevent errors in the estimated F0 as in the YIN algorithm [9] . Frequency domain methods rely on the presence of strong harmonic peaks to estimate F0 [10] . Examples of this kind are sub-harmonics to harmonics ratio (SHRP) [11] , summation of residual harmonics [12] , dominant harmonics [13] , sawtooth waveform inspired pitch estimator (SWIPE) [14] , etc. Also, some approaches [15, 16] combine various techniques of F0 estimation (e.g., [15] combines harmonic ratios and cepstral analysis) for robustness under degraded conditions. Typically, in time-frequency domain pitch extraction algorithms, the speech signal is decomposed into multiple frequency bands, and time domain methods are applied on each subband signal. A popular time-frequency domain method is the auditory-model correlogram based algorithm [17] . In this, decomposition is performed using an auditory filter bank, followed by autocorrelation computation on each subband signal. In [18] , multi band summary correlogram (MBSC) based pitch detection is proposed, where it uses four wide band FIR filters to capture multiple harmonics in every subband. Different weighting schemes are used to obtain a peak enhanced summary correlogram for robust F0 estimation.
Some methods [19] use data driven approaches to learn how noise effects the amplitude and location of the peaks in the spectra of speech. In this, the likelihoods of the F0 candidates are obtained by evaluating the peaks in the spectra using the corresponding models learned from different bands. Also, methods in [20, 21, 22, 23] use statistical approaches to improve F0 estimation.
There are a few methods which attempt to estimate the glottal closure instants (GCIs), from which the periodicity of the glottal vibration is obtained [1] . In this, the impulse-like nature of excitation (epochs/GCIs) in the sequence of glottal cycles is exploited to derive the instantaneous fundamental frequency from the speech signal directly.
Factors that affect the performance of these methods are: (a) The quasi-periodicity of the waveform (b) Effect of resonances of the vocal tract (c) Rapid variation of F0 (d) Degradations due to environmental factors like noise and reverberation (e) Artifacts of digital processing such as block processing, windowing and all-pole modeling In addition, there are many speech sounds where the glottal vibration is inherently aperiodic like in creaky voices and in some expressive voices (Noh voices) [24, 25] .
In this paper, we propose a method for estimating F0, based on deriving the time envelopes of speech signal at each frequency using single frequency filtering (SFF) [26] . The single frequency filtering output of the speech signal gives spectra with high frequency resolution, although there will be some smearing in the time domain. The peaks at the harmonic frequencies are sharp. Also, the SFF output has regions of high SNR in time and frequency domains. These features are exploited for developing a method for F0 extraction that is robust against degradations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the SFF approach for processing speech signals to obtain spectra at every sampling instant. Section 3 discusses the proposed method for F0 extraction using the instanta-neous spectra. Section 4 gives the performance of the proposed method under various types of degraded speech conditions, in comparison with the performance of some standard F0 extraction methods. Section 5 gives a summary of the paper.
Single Frequency Filtering (SFF) of Speech Signal
In the SFF approach, the envelope of the signal is obtained at any desired frequency. The speech signal is shifted in frequency by multiplying with a complex sinusoid, and the frequency shifted signal is filtered by a single pole filter, with the pole located close to the unit circle (i.e., radius r > 0.99) at fs/2, where fs is the sampling frequency. The following are the steps involved in deriving the SFF envelopes [26] .
(a) The input speech signal x(n) is multiplied with e jω k n to obtain a frequency shifted x(n). That is
Pass the signal x k (n) through a single pole filter, with the pole located at z = −r ≈ −1 in the z-plane. The transfer function of single frequency filter is given by:
The corresponding filtered signal is given by
In this study, r value is chosen as 0.995.
where y kr (n) and y ki (n) are the real and imaginary parts of y k (n), respectively. (d) The desired frequency f k is related tof k as follows:
The envelope v k (n) can be computed at any frequency f k . In this study, we have chosen frequencies between 0−fs/2 with ∆f = 10 Hz intervals. That is
where N = fs/2 ∆f . The v k (n) for different values of k gives the spectrum at the sampling instant n, and hence it is called the instantaneous spectrum. In this paper, sampling frequency is 8 kHz and ∆f = 10 Hz. Thus we obtain 400 envelopes within 4000 Hz.
F 0 Extraction from Instantaneous Spectra
The instantaneous spectra plotted at each sampling instant for a 4 ms segment of voiced speech are shown in Fig. 1 . Each instantaneous spectrum shows harmonic structure clearly, even in the high frequency regions (as shown in Fig. 3 (a) at one sampling instant). The sum of all the values over frequency is considered as energy E(n), and it is plotted as a function of time. That is, Fig. 2(a) . For the signal over a frame size of 10 ms, the instant at which the instantaneous spectrum has maximum of energy is chosen. The F0 computed from the spectrum at that instant is assigned to that 10 ms frame. It is easier to extract the periodicity information present in terms of harmonics as representation, as the harmonics are highlighted better in SFF spectrum than DFT spectrum. Note that, in DFT spectrum the components at different frquencies are obtained by projecting the signal segments on the basis funcitons, where as in the SFF method, the components are obtained by filtering the signal at each frequency. The F0 is computed using the IDFT of the instantaneous spectrum (v k (n) as a function of k). The IDFT of v k (n) may be considered as the root cepstrum (cm(n)) [27] , as the spectral values correspond to the values of the envelopes at different frequencies, and not the square of the envelope values. The components corresponding to the spectral envelope (i.e., corresponding to the response of the vocal tract) appear in the low time values of the root cepstrum. The harmonic structure in the spectrum is reflected as the peak in the root cepstrum at the location of the pitch period. Fig. 3(a) shows the SFF spectrum v k (n) and the corresponding root cepstrum (cm(n)) is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The initial few values in the cepstrum typically represent the vocal tract information. The large peaks present after these initial values represent the excitation information. The location of the peak in the cepstrum in the range of 2.5−20 ms (corresponding to 20−160 samples), is considered as the estimated pitch period for that frame. The inverse of T0 gives F0. The choice of the interval is made assuming the range of F0 from 50 Hz to 400 Hz. A 5-point median filtering is applied as post-processing for the predicted F0. The proposed method is further referred to as SFF CEP. Note that this method is different from normal cepstral based method which uses DFT to obtain the components at different frequencies. Fig. 4 illustrates the derived F0 contours in comparison with ground truth for clean as well as for degraded cases of speech. The clean speech signal and the signal degraded by factory1 noise at 0 dB are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. The ground truth of F0 for this case is shown in Fig.  4(c) . The F0 contour for the clean speech derived by the proposed SFF CEP method is shown in Fig. 4(d) . The F0 contour in Fig. 4(d) matches well with the one in Fig. 4(c) . Figs. 4(e), 4(f) and 4(g) show the F0 contours for the degraded speech in Fig. 4(b) derived using the SFF CEP method as well by SWIPE and YIN methods. The F0 contour in Fig. 4(e) is much closer to the ground truth (Fig. 4(c) ), compared to the F0 contours obtained by SWIPE and YIN methods shown in Figs. 4(f) and 4(g), respectively.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, performance of the proposed method of F0 estimation is evaluated for clean speech signals and for noisy speech signals for various degradations at levels of 0 dB and 10 dB. The Keele database [28] along with its reference pitch frequency information is used. The database consists of five male and five female speakers, each speaking for about 35 s duration. All the signals are resampled to 8 kHz. The reference pitch frequency for every 10 ms is obtained from the simultaneously recorded electroglottograph (EGG) signal, and is used as ground truth. In the ground truth, the unvoiced frames and uncertain frames are considered as nonvoiced frames. The uncertain frames are the frames with mismatch between the manual marking and the EGG signal.
Degraded data is simulated by adding noises from NOISEX database at levels of 0 dB and 10 dB to the clean speech data from Keele database. All the 15 noises from NOISEX database Gross pitch errors are not considered in determining SPD and MPD. Performance of the proposed method is compared with four standard methods with their default parameters. The four standard methods are SWIPE [14] , YIN [9] , RAPT [5] and SHRP [16] . Table 1 shows the performance comparison of various methods in terms of GPE, obtained by averaging over all types of degradations (excluding clean speech) at SNR levels of 0 dB and 10 dB. From the table, it can be seen that the SFF CEP method performs better than other methods. Table 1 : Comparison of methods in terms of gross pitch error (GPE %) using average performances across all 15 noises, for clean speech, at 0 dB and at 10 dB SNR cases. Table 2 shows the results for clean speech data and simulated degraded data at 0 dB in terms of GPE, SPD and MPD. From Table 2 , the following observations can be made. In general, the SFF CEP and SWIPE methods perform better than At the same time, the difference between SWIPE and SFF CEP methods is least seen (< 1%) for clean data and for data degraded with white noise. The difference between SWIPE and SFF CEP methods is small in cases where the performance of SWIPE is better than SFF CEP.
Summary and Conclusion
A new method for robust estimation of F0 is presented in this paper. The method is based on deriving the envelopes of the signal at different frequencies using SFF approach. The SFF approach gives high SNR regions in time and frequency regions due to correlation of signal samples and lack of correlation of noise samples both in time as well as in the frequency domains. This enables us to choose only the high SNR regions for F0 estimation. Moreover, the high frequency resolution in the spectrum due to SFF gives sharp harmonics, which help in estimating F0. The robustness of the method is demonstrated by considering speech affected by various degradations. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the performance of some standard methods for F0 extraction. The advantages of SFF approach can be exploited by choosing appropriate single-pole filter at fs/2 to obtain good temporal resolution of the envelopes of the signal at different frequencies, but at the expense of resolution in the frequency domain. The F0 can then be estimated from the autocorrelation sequence computed from segments of time envelopes. The results of F0 estimation from both time and frequency domains can be combined to obtain highly robust F0 estimation under several practical cases of degradations.
